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APPROACHES TO CHALLENGING GROWTH

Many young people will say teachers, leaders, parents, and others already 
Challenge Growth all the time. They may be experiencing healthy Challenge 
Growth, or they may be being pushed to do better for less-than-healthy 
reasons (like unhealthy competition for grades) or to make someone else 
happy. Here are some approaches to challenging growth that can elicit 
healthy motivation, growth, and learning. 

1.  Encourage appropriate autonomy: Don’t just provide answers for
young people when they can do it themselves; encourage them to
figure it out on their own. Remind them that they are capable of
doing challenging things.

2.  Go beyond: Encourage young people to move beyond their comfort
zones to try things and go places that are unfamiliar and new.

3.  Promote a growth mindset: If a young person struggles to accomplish
something or makes a mistake, talk through what went wrong together
and help the young person think of concrete ways to improve in the
future. Explain that mistakes are not evidence of limited abilities – they
are invaluable opportunities from which to learn and grow. Share
stories of mistakes and failures in your own life and what you learned
from them.

4.  Emphasize continuous improvement: You don’t need to wait for struggle
or failure to challenge growth. As one young person shared about
an adult, “Even if I’m doing good in something, they’ll tell me, ‘If you
think you can do better, go for it.’” Encourage young people to improve
compared to their own past performance, rather than seeking to do
better than other people.

5.  Provide feedback: If a young person is struggling to understand a
concept or master a skill, help them break the task down into more
specific steps and provide feedback on how well they implement those
steps. During particularly challenging tasks, specific feedback allows
the young person to correct errors while maintaining progress toward
the goal.

Challenge By Choice

One peer program used challenging 
outdoor physical obstacles to grow 
relationships and teamwork. Their motto, 
“challenge by choice” made young people 
feel more comfortable when trying 
new obstacles. Leaders and peers alike 
were expected to try to “live up to their 
potential,” while knowing they could take 
a step back and assess their comfort level 
when needed. This was especially helpful 
on the obstacle called the “power pole” 
where young people needed to jump from 
the top of the pole to a hanging bar (in a 
harness, of course)!

Source: A national Search Institute study of exemplary 
peer programs.
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6.  Get personal: When you need or want to ask a young person to try
harder, make time for a one-to-one conversation or write a personal
note. Let them know that you set high expectations for them because
you believe they can meet those expectations. Be sure to notice
and congratulate them for actions they take in response to your
encouragement.

7.  Use an equity lens: Point out biases you may see in things you
read, watch, or listen to with young people. Engage young people
in conversations about how such biases are harmful, and talk about
healthy ways to respond to and challenge bias. Be ready for young
people to challenge your growth in this area as well! And if you notice
bias in what young people say or do, challenge it while making sure the
young people understand that you’re challenging them from a place of
care, not criticism. Ask, “What do you mean by that?” or “Tell me more
about how you came to that conclusion” before correcting or
re-focusing their ideas.

8.  Develop critical thinking skills: Expand young people’s thinking
by asking hard questions, providing alternate explanations, and
encouraging openness to different opinions. For example, teach media
literacy when reading information online by asking critical questions
about a source or examining the language an article or headline uses.
When young people talk about or spread rumors, misinformation,
and conspiracy theories, push them to dig for accurate information,
scientific research, and credible sources to clarify the issues. Encourage
them to educate themselves on different perspectives about an issue.

9.  Encourage future thinking: Help young people imagine their future
selves by asking them to think and talk about what they want their lives
to be like in the future. In addition to asking about jobs they would like
to have and their plans for education after high school, ask them what
they hope their personal lives will be like, what interests they will have,
and what causes they will care about.

10.  Hold youth to their goals: Sometimes young people need a caring
reminder about what they intended to accomplish.

Call Me on It

Christian, Jewish, and Muslim youth said 
they felt challenged in positive ways by 
adults and peers who invited them to think 
about choices they faced through a lens of 
their faith or religion. One young person 
shared that they appreciated one of their 
friends because “...if she knows I’m doing 
something wrong, she’s not afraid to call 
me out on it, which has definitely been 
helpful in my faith.”

Source: A Search Institute study of developmental 
relationships and youth faith formation in Muslim, 
Jewish, and Christian congregations.

Blend Elements:  
Challenge Growth & Express Care

When young people don’t 
experience a foundation of 

care, challenging growth alone 
can often feel frustrating and 
unmotivating. For example, a 
teacher shared that when a 

student’s behavior was getting 
in the way of their learning, they 

said to them: “I love you and I 
want the best for you, therefore, 

what you’re doing can’t continue.” 
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